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ABSTRACT
The importance of power management has led to most new servers
providing power usage measurement in hardware and alternate so-
lutions exist for older servers using circuit and outlet level mea-
surements. However, the power measurement and management ca-
pability is severely handicapped when the servers are virtualized
because virtual machine (VM) power cannot be measured purely in
hardware. We present a solution for VM power metering. We use
low-overhead power models to infer power consumption from re-
source usage at runtime and identify the challenges that arise when
applying such models for VM power metering. We show how exist-
ing instrumentation in server hardware and hypervisors can be used
to build the required power models on real platforms with low error.
The entire metering approach is designed to operate with extremely
low runtime overhead while providing practically useful accuracy.
We illustrate the use of the proposed metering capability for VM
power capping leading to significant savings in power provision-
ing costs that constitute a large fraction of data center power costs.
Experiments are performed on server traces from several thousand
production servers, hosting real-world applications used by millions
of users worldwide. The results show that not only the savings that
were earlier achieved using physical server power capping can be
reclaimed on virtualized platforms, but further savings in provision-
ing costs are enabled due to virtualization.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers power management in data centers. With

the emergence of online applications and services, data centers are
serving an increasingly greater fraction of our computational needs.
The importance of power management for data centers is well known
and most computational platforms now support multiple power man-
agement options. One of the key components of power manage-
ment in such large scale computational facilities is the visibility into
power usage that is used to make automated and manual power man-
agement decisions, including power over-subscription and server
capping. Modern server hardware has built-in power metering capa-
bilities and several solutions exist to monitor power for older servers
using power distribution units (PDUs) that measure power at the
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outlet. This capability is, however, lacking in virtualized platforms
that are increasingly being used in data centers. The use of virtual
machines (VMs) allows safe isolation of multiple co-located work-
loads, enabling multiple workloads to be consolidated on fewer
servers, and results in improved resource utilization. However, the
lack of visibility into VM power usage takes away the many advan-
tages of server power metering that were available without virtual-
ization.

In this paper we propose a mechanism for VM power metering,
named Joulemeter, and show how it enables virtualized platforms
to reclaim some of the power management advantages of physical
servers. As an example, this mechanism can enable power caps
to be enforced on a per-VM basis, resulting in a significant reduc-
tion of power provisioning costs. Not only are the savings that ex-
isted due to power measurement and capping of physical servers
reclaimed, but additional savings are realized due to capping with
virtualization. Experiments on real-world workloads from several
thousand production servers show reclaimed savings in provisioned
server power ranging from 13% to 27%. Also, additional savings
of 8% to 12% (Section 6) are realized due to the more aggressive
over-subscription in the virtualized world enabled by the tighter
control and safety mechanism made feasible by Joulemeter. Fur-
ther, the energy metering mechanism enables other power manage-
ment tasks, such as managing VM migrations among different data
center power circuits to keep each circuit within allocated capac-
ity and providing power information to applications within VMs
so that they may better manage their cost and performance. Such
fine-grained visibility is also likely to benefit shared cloud environ-
ments such as EC2 [5], by making the hosted applications aware
of their energy footprints. The proposed capability allows VMs to
use power management strategies previously developed for appli-
cations [35, 17]. The metering mechanism may also be leveraged
for thermal management, since power usage directly impacts heat
generated.

Clearly, a hardware power measurement instrument cannot be
connected to a VM. In principle, VM power can be metered by
tracking each hardware resource used by a VM and converting the
resource usage to power usage based on a power model for the re-
source. However, in practice this approach involves several chal-
lenges since accurate power models are not computationally feasi-
ble for run time use and may not work when using only realistically
available instrumentation. We address these challenges and design
a power metering mechanism for existing hardware platforms and
hypervisors without requiring additional instrumentation of appli-
cation workloads.

1.1 Contributions
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
First, we present a solution, named Joulemeter, to provide the



same power metering functionality for VMs as currently exists in
hardware for physical servers. The solution uses power models in
software to track VM energy usage on each significant hardware
resource, using hypervisor-observable hardware power states. We
select practically feasible power models and show how they can be
learned using only existing instrumentation.

Second, we experimentally evaluate the accuracy of the energy
metering mechanism using benchmark applications on commonly
used platforms including rack mounted servers and a mobile lap-
top. We discuss the impact of various choices of using hypervisor-
observable events and additional hardware-specific events, along
with an approach to improve accuracy. While prior work has used
performance counters for metering full system power, we address
the additional challenges that are faced when applying such ap-
proaches to VM energy metering. The design keeps the runtime
overhead of the proposed energy metering system very low.

Third, we use Joulemeter to solve the power capping problem
for VMs. This enables significant reductions in power provision-
ing costs. Power provisioning costs are well known [7] to be an
important concern, and solutions based on server power capping
have not only been proposed [8, 23] but are already available com-
mercially [13, 15]. However, these existing server power capping
techniques cannot directly be applied to virtualized environments.
Joulemeter reclaims the savings from server capping that would
have been achieved in non-virtualized environments, and also of-
fers additional savings that are achievable only with virtualization,
due to VM migration capability and temporal multiplexing of VM
peak loads. Actual savings are evaluated through experiments using
traces from commercial production servers. The impact of metering
error is considered in the provisioned power reduction mechanism.

Finally, we discuss power management techniques that can be
realized if the proposed VM energy metering capability is available,
including its applicability to previously proposed application energy
management strategies [35, 17] that can be extended to VMs.

Most techniques discussed are also applicable to metering the en-
ergy usage of individual applications running on a computer system,
and may be applicable to battery power management for laptops.

1.2 Related Work
Energy Metering: Energy measurement for VMs was consid-

ered in [32]. That work assumes that the correct power usage of
each hardware resource in different usage modes is provided by its
device driver. Accuracy of power values was thus not a concern.
We develop methods that work with realistic platforms and build
all required power models based on existing instrumentation in the
hypervisor and the hardware. We consider the design choices in-
volved and experimentally study the resultant errors and overheads.
Further, we also present a power over-subscription and capping so-
lution for data center power provisioning.

Additional closely related work is found in tracking application
energy usage [29, 35, 9] that, in concept, can be compared to VM
energy usage. Some of these methods [29, 9] assume that the en-
ergy usage at a current instance can be attributed to the thread that
has the active context on the processor and ignore issues of asyn-
chronous activities such as buffered IO and parallel tasks on multi-
core processors. This results in high estimation error as already
shown in [35]. However, the main focus of the work in [35] was
on application energy budgeting and the power metering itself used
data-sheet numbers for key hardware components. All required
software instrumentation was assumed to be available. Our goal
is to build the relevant power models using available instrumenta-
tion, and extend the metering capability to VMs. We also evaluate
errors on standard benchmarks. We discuss several VM energy cost

reduction opportunities, in addition to the application energy man-
agement scenario considered in [35] that can potentially be applied
to VMs instead of applications.

Power Modeling: Power models of varying complexity and ac-
curacy have been proposed before for several hardware resources
including processors [33, 2, 19, 30, 4, 28], memory [26, 20], and
disks [34, 21]. We focus on applying such models to VM energy
metering. This involves adding the required monitoring capabili-
ties for VM energy tracking, selecting the appropriate power mod-
els with regards to their runtime overhead and accuracy, and using
these models on realistic hardware with practically feasible instru-
mentation.

Power usage of full systems has been explored before through
software-based modeling [6, 7, 27, 3]. While those methods are
very useful for the platforms they were developed for, on most
newer platforms, the server hardware already measures full system
power usage and makes it accessible through manufacturer specific
tools [14, 15] or even open interfaces in emerging standards [18].
Our goal is to provide visibility into VM power usage.

Energy models based on extensive hardware and software instru-
mentation have also been considered [10, 31, 24]. The Quantto [10]
approach is well-suited to the platforms targeted in that work: low
power embedded systems. The source code was instrumented to
track all application and system activities. Such instrumentation
is impractical in larger systems due to the complexity of software
stacks used consisting of many modules, potentially from multi-
ple vendors. Several issues such as monitoring memory activity,
or buffering of disk IO by the OS, do not arise in Quantto but are
significant in larger systems. The LEAP platform [31] presents a
system where each hardware resource is individually instrumented
in hardware to track energy usage. The method in [24] used lab-
oratory instrumentation for hardware power metering. Our focus
is on methods that do not depend on extensive instrumentation and
largely leverage available instrumentation, making them significantly
easier to adopt.

2. POWER METERING CHALLENGES
Existing hardware instrumentation, such as motherboard or power

supply based power sensors, allow measuring a physical computer
system’s power consumption. While currently accessible only through
vendor specific tools [14, 16], open access is likely to become fea-
sible through adoption of standards such as DCMI [18]. On battery
powered laptops, open access is already possible using the smart
battery interface accessible via the ACPI standard. Our goal is to
convert such full system power measurement capability into virtual
machine (VM) energy usage.

While no hardware power measuring device can be connected to
an individual VM, we can think of the following two approaches to
measure its power usage:
Dedicated run with hardware measurement: We could host the
VM alone on a server, measure the server power usage and subtract
the server’s measured idle power usage to obtain the VM’s power
usage. This could be repeated for all servers the VM will be used
on. If the VM power usage over time stays the same for every run,
this would work. But in practice, the VM behavior will change sig-
nificantly from one run to another depending on user workload and
which other VMs are running alongside.
Infer energy from resource usage: We can, in principle, track
the resources used by each VM in software and then convert the
resource usage to energy by leveraging the power models of indi-
vidual resources.

We consider the second approach as more feasible and pursue it
in more detail. For this approach, we need to track the usage for all



the hardware resources, such as the CPU cores, disk arrays, memory
banks, network cards, and graphics cards, to determine what power
state the resource was in and what VM was it working for. Figure 1
represents this approach, depicting some of the hardware resources
and their usage by different VMs over time.
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Figure 1: Metering individual VM energy usage.

The rectangles labeled A and filled with the corresponding pat-
tern represent the times when VMA used the CPU, disk, and mem-
ory respectively. The height of a rectangle corresponds to power
draw during that duration, depending on the power state of the re-
source. For instance, for the CPU, the power state could depend on
the DVFS level used and the processor subcomponents exercised by
the workload. If we can correctly label each resource according to
which VM was using it and also measure the power draw during
that duration (typically a few microseconds), we can compute the
active energy usage of each VM. The active energy may be defined
as the energy consumed by a resource when working on behalf of
some VM or the system. For instance, the active energy used by
VM A is the summation of energies under the diagonally hashed
rectangles.

In addition to the active energy, the system also uses some idle
energy, shown as light gray shaded regions, and some shared sys-
tem energy, shown as dark gray shaded regions. For the CPU, the
idle energy could include the energy spent in a sleep state for a
small duration between active states. The shared energy includes
energy used by a resource when the work performed benefits multi-
ple VMs, such as the energy spent on disk spin-up before IO oper-
ations from multiple VMs. Some of the idle energy is spent regard-
less of whether any VM is running or not while part of it is affected
by the presence of VMs. For instance the time durations between
VM idle periods may affect whether a deeper sleep state is used by
the processor or not during the idle time, such as depicted using
varying heights of the light gray rectangles. The idle and shared
energies can be reported separately or divided among VMs either
equally or proportional to their active energy usage, depending on
how the metering information is to be used. For the power capping
application illustrated later, reporting separately works best.

Considering the previous figure, tracking VM energy boils down
to two challenges:

1. Power measurement at microsecond granularity: The height
of the rectangles (instantaneous power) in Figure 1 must be
determined every few microseconds for each resource, since
the VM using the resource may change every few microsec-
onds (depending on time quanta used for context switching)
causing the component usage and power state to change.

2. Label resource use per VM: We must determine which VM
was responsible for using each resource. This step should not
require the application source code running inside a VM to
be instrumented, since the platform developers may not have
access to it and requiring application developers to instrument
their source code is unlikely to scale in practice.

To address the first challenge, we leverage power models that re-
late the software-observable state of a resource to its power usage.
If the state changes can be observed at microsecond granularity,
we can infer the power usage at that fine time scale. Observing
the power states is non-trivial and several approximations must be
made. For instance, the resource states, such as the clock gating of
sub components within the processor or exact nature of mechanical
motions within a disk array, may not be completely known, and the
hypervisor may not have visibility into power states of certain hard-
ware resources within the platform, such as hardware-controlled de-
vice power states or graphics processor activity.

After observing the resource state, the next step is to determine
the power usage in that state using its power model. However,
power models are not readily available. The following methods
could be employed to obtain power models:

1. Let the device drivers provide the power usage in different
resource states [32] but existing systems do not support this.

2. Use the data sheets of the hardware resources [35]. How-
ever, detailed power data for different power states is rarely
available in data sheets. If data is available for only some of
the resources, the power used by the whole system cannot be
determined.

3. Build the power models in situ. We pursue this approach and
design the metering method to observe the resource states and
learn power models using available platform instrumentation.

To address the second challenge, we leverage the knowledge that
the hypervisor has regarding scheduling of resources for VMs. Again,
complete visibility into all resources is lacking and trade-offs in in-
strumentation overhead and accuracy must be made.

3. JOULEMETER SYSTEM DESIGN
The largest dynamic energy consuming resources in a computer

server (without displays) are the processor, memory, and disk. The
server of course has a non-trivial idle energy consumption, often
exceeding 50% of its peak power, but the idle energy is relatively
static and can be measured in hardware. The energy impact of the
VM can thus be considered in terms of the dynamic energy used.

To visualize the energy impact of the processor, memory, and
disk subsystems in a realistic data center server, consider the work-
loads and power data shown in Figure 2. The figure shows the power
consumption measured in hardware for a Dell PowerEdge server
with two quad core processors, 16GB RAM, and two 1TB disks.
The figure also shows the processor, memory and disk utilizations
over time. The workload shown was specifically generated to first
exercise the processor (denoted Phase I in the figure), then the mem-
ory (Phase II), followed by the disk (Phase III), and finally a com-
bination of all three resources. The resource utilizations and power
data are aligned in time. It is easy to see the increase in power with
varying processor utilization in phase I. Similarly, phases II and III
show the energy impacts of memory and disk respectively. The
dynamic energies of these three resources under this workload are
shown in Figure 3, found using the power models discussed next.

Prior work has proposed various power models for deriving full
system energy usage [2, 6, 7, 3] and some of these models have
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Figure 2: Power impact of the three major system resources.
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been compared in [27]. The models used are linear. As we see in
experiments and as is consistent with prior work, the linearity as-
sumptions made in these models do lead to errors. The magnitude
of errors was small compared to full system energy but is much
larger compared to the energy used by an individual VM. Also, the
errors reported were averaged across multiple workloads but can
be higher on specific workloads. We discuss methods to overcome
those errors without requiring extensive additional instrumentation.
Also, we make the model DVFS-aware by using a piecewise lin-
ear model where different coefficients are used for every frequency.
The design of the power models is discussed next.

3.1 Practical Power Models

3.1.1 CPU
The power usage of the CPU depends on several factors, such as

the subunits within the processor that are active, specific instruc-
tions executed, on-chip cache usage, frequency used, denoted by
P-state,1 if the processor has dynamic voltage frequency scaling
(DVFS), and sleep state usage over time. An accurate power es-
timation considering these factors can be achieved using a cycle
accurate simulator. However, that requires a complete architectural
model of the processor, and has high processing overheads, making
it unsuitable for runtime VM metering.

A lighter weight alternative is to track processor states that cap-
ture the major power usage changes. Suppose there are m P-states,
denoted P0, P1, ..., Pm representing progressively lower frequen-
cies. When the processor is not actively executing any thread, it
1To be precise, only DVFS frequency states are referred to as P-
states and DFS states are referred to as Throttle, or T-states. We
abuse P-state to represent all frequency levels as the distinction is
not relevant in our context.

enters a low power sleep state, referred to as a C-state. By con-
vention, C0 is used to denote the active state and C1, C2, ..., Cn
represent progressively deeper sleep states, where n is the number
of sleep states (typically n ∈ {3, ..., 6}). Suppose the instantaneous
power used by the processor at time t is Pcpu(t). Assuming that the
power depends on only the P- and C-states, it can be denoted by a
constant in each different combination of frequency p(t) and sleep
state c(t) at time t:

Pcpu(t) = kp(t),c(t) (1)

where kp,c represents the power used in P- and C-state combina-
tion p, c. If one could measure Pcpu(t) with every P- and C-states
change, learning the values of kp,c would be easy. Measurement at
microsecond granularity is feasible on specially instrumented moth-
erboards but not on realistic platforms. Instead, power can only
be measured at coarser time granularity, of the order of a second.
Hence, we integrate the above power model over a longer time du-
ration, T , say:

∫ T

0

Pcpu(t)dt =
∑
p,c

kp,c ∗∆Tp,c (2)

where ∆Tp,c represents the time spent in state {p, c} during the du-
ration T and the summation is taken over all (p, c) combinations.
We now express the above equation in terms of observable quanti-
ties that are available on real systems.

For a given P-state, the energy spent in all sleep states C1 and
higher may be approximated as kp,sleep since the differences are
small relative to other approximations made. The active energy is
kp,C0. Let Ecpu(T ) denote the integral of power over T . Also,
P-state changes are slow and hypervisor counters often allow up-
dates at interval T such that the P-state is constant over T . Then,
assuming a single P-state p for the duration T, we get:

Ecpu(T ) = kp,C0ucpu(p)T + (1− ucpu(p))kp,sleepT (3)
= (kp,C0 − kp,sleep)ucpu(p)T + kp,sleepT (4)

where ucpu(p) represents the percentage of time the processor was
active during T , in fixed P-state p. Let α(p) = (kp,C0 − kp,sleep).
Also let the sleep state energy in lowest frequency state, kPm,sleep,
be denoted as γcpu,idle and the increase in sleep state energy for
higher frequencies be denoted γ(p) = kp,sleep − kPm,sleep. Then,
taking T = 1 second for convenience:

Ecpu = α(p)ucpu(p) + γ(p) + γcpu,idle (5)

where ucpu(p) is readily available as an hypervisor performance
counter and may thus be used on a real platform to monitor the pro-
cessor state. If the model parameters are known, the processor en-
ergy can be estimated. The method to learn parameters α(p), γ(p)
and γcpu,idle is described in Section 3.2 together with the power
models for other resources.

VM Labeling: Assigning the CPU usage to relevant VMs re-
quires accounting for the exact chip resources used by the VM, in-
cluding the shared caches and processing components. We choose
a light weight approach that simply tracks when a VM is active on
a processor core, as is possible by tracking the context switches
for every core. The energy used can be tracked using Equation (1)
during the durations when the VM is active on the processor. Re-
writing in terms of a more readily available performance counter,
the processor utilization of VM A, denoted ucpu,A(p), and assum-
ing that the P-state stays constant during interval T , the energy us-
age of a VM A, denoted Ecpu,A, becomes:

Ecpu,A = α(p)ucpu,A(p) (6)



again taking T = 1s. Note that the processor idle energy (spent in
sleep states) is not included above as we have chosen to report it
separately (Section 2).

3.1.2 Memory
A true estimate of memory energy usage may use a cycle ac-

curate simulation of its hardware design. However, prior memory
power models have found that the key factor that affects memory
energy usage is the read and write throughput. While external in-
strumentation has been attempted to capture memory throughput ac-
curately [1], a low overhead estimate of memory throughput is the
last level cache (LLC) miss counter available in most processors.
Using this metric, memory power consumption may be written as:

EMem(T ) = αmemNLLCM (T ) + γmem (7)

where EMem(T ) represents the energy used by memory over du-
ration T , NLLCM (T ) is the number of LLC misses during T , and
αmem and γmem are the linear model parameters.

VM Labeling: Since we use LLC misses as an approximation
for throughput, we need to track the misses corresponding to each
VM. On a single core system, we can assign the LLC misses during
the the time a VM has the active context on the processor as the
LLC misses for that VM. Thus, the memory energy used by a VM
A becomes:

EMem,A(T ) = αmemNLLCM,A (8)

where αmem is the same as in (7) and NLLCM,app represents the
number of LLC misses while the VM was active on the processor.

The above approach has several limitations for practical use. Many
multi-core processors share the LLC among multiple cores but do
not report the LLC miss count for each core separately, making it
hard to attribute it to multiple VMs running on the different cores.
Core-level misses are reported by some newer processors such as
the AMD Shanghai and the emerging Intel Nehalem, but this func-
tionality was not available in the servers used in our prototype. For
the purposes of controlled evaluation, we performed measurements
by restricting the active VM to a single core among all cores that
shared the LLC.

Another key limitation arises in portability and ease of imple-
mentation. The processor performance counters are dependent on
the micro-architecture and hence, if these are used, Joulemeter can-
not be easily ported across platforms using different processors.

Also by default, most hypervisors hide the hardware performance
counters and their use is thus not feasible on production systems.
Modifying the hypervisor source code does allow accessing hard-
ware counters but portability still remains a problem.

Therefore, we also consider an alternative that avoids hardware
performance counters (Section 3.2).

3.1.3 Disk
While several power models have been developed for disks, this

subsystem remains the hardest to model well. The difficulty arises
due to lack of visibility into the power states of a hard disk and the
impact of disks’ hardware caches. Further, in data center servers,
disks are mostly used in RAID arrays and even when RAID-0 is
used, only the RAID controller hardware controls the physical disks
while the hypervisor only sees the logical drives. We restrict our
design to using hypervisor-observable parameters.

The hypervisor can observe the number of bytes read and written
as well as the service times for those reads/writes. However, for
individual VMs, current hypervisors only track bytes read or written

and we use those in our disk energy model:

EDisk(T ) = αrbbR + αwbbw + γdisk (9)

where EDisk(T ) represents the energy consumed by the disk over
time duration T , and br and bw are the number of bytes read and
written respectively during interval T . The α parameters and γdisk

are model parameters to be learned.
This model involves approximations since disk spin up/down ac-

tions, not visible outside of the RAID controller, are not captured.
Variable spin speeds are not captured but as multi-speed disks are
not commonly used in data centers, this is not a serious concern.

VM Labeling: As for other resources, we need to track the disk
usage parameters in (9) for individual VMs. The time at which the
disk activity occurs is usually not the same as when the VM is ac-
tive on the processor, since the hypervisor may batch IO interrupts
and buffer IO operations. Thus instead of looking at storage system
activity during the active context of a VM, the IO operations need
to be explicitly tracked in the hypervisor. Fortunately, Hyper-V al-
ready does most of this tracking and Hyper-V performance counters
can be used to report the IO activity of each VM separately. This
yields the following disk energy model for a particular VM A:

EDisk,A = αrb ∗ br,A + αwbbw,A (10)

where br,A and bw,A represent the number of bytes read and written,
respectively, by VM A. Further, in our experiments, we found the
difference in energies for disk read and write to be negligible and
hence a common parameter, say bio, can be used to represent the
sum of bytes read and written, changing the model to:

EDisk(T ) = αiobio + γDisk (11)

VM disk energy can then be computed using:

EDisk,A = αio ∗ bio,A (12)

3.1.4 Other Resources
The dynamic range of power usage due to other resources on our

testbed servers was small and we have not modeled those. The static
energy use of those resources is included in the system idle energy
in our model. However, some of these resources may be important
to model on other platforms. The 1 Gbps Ethernet cards on our
servers did not show a wide variation in energy use with network
activity but higher speed cards such as 40Gbps and fiber channel
cards do use more energy in driving the physical medium, and this
energy is likely to vary with network activity. With servers that
use multiple such cards, modeling the network energy will thus be
important. The testbed servers did not vary their fan speeds but
if variable speed fans are used, their contribution to dynamic en-
ergy should be modeled. Another effect to consider is the change
in power supply efficiency as the power drawn changes, which will
introduce errors into our linear power models.

3.2 Model Parameter Training
The power models in equations (5), (7), and (11) use certain co-

efficients, denoted by α’s, and γ’s, that need to be learned in situ on
the servers.

Realistic platforms do not allow measuring Ecpu(T ), EMem(T )
and EDisk(T ) separately but only the full system power, denoted
Esys(T ). Suppose we use a quantity Estatic(T ) to represent the
energy used by the non-modeled resources in the system. Then,
assuming T = 1 as before, we can measure:

Esys = Ecpu + EMem + EDisk + Estatic

= α(p)ucpu(p) + γ(p) + γcpu,idle + αmemNLLCM

+γmem + αiobio + γdisk + Estatic (13)



The following points are worth noting regarding the above equation
and lead to slight modifications for actual implementation. Firstly,
with the above summation, since the constants γcpu,idle, γmem,
γdisk, and Estatic do not have any observable parameters that vary
across observations, we cannot learn their individual values from
measurements of Esys. Their sum can hence be denoted as a sin-
gle constant, γ. Secondly, note that the magnitude of ucpu(p) is a
fraction between 0 and 1 while NLLCM and bio take values of the
order of a hundred million. For numerical stability, it is preferable
to normalizeNLLCM and bio with respect to their maximum values
observed on a system, such that the α parameters are scaled to sim-
ilar magnitudes. The final equation used in learning thus becomes:

Esys = α(p)ucpu(p) + γ(p) + αmemumem + αioudisk + γ
(14)

where umem and udisk represent the normalized value of NLLCM

and bio respectively. In summary, there are m ∗ 2 + 3 unknown
model parameters: {α(p), γ(p)}mp=1, αmem, αio, and γ, where m
is the number of P-states, and four observables that are available on
real hardware without extra instrumentation: Esys, ucpu, umem,
and udisk.

Taking multiple observations of the observable quantities allows
estimating the model parameters using learning techniques such
as linear regression. We use linear regression with ordinary least
squares estimation. The learned values are used in equations (6),
(8), and (12) and the computed resource energies are summed up to
determine the energy usage of each VM. In fact the energy used by
the VM on each resource can reported separately, if needed.

3.2.1 Design Choices in Model Learning
We compare three approaches to learn the model parameters,

with different overheads and errors. The first approach generates
linearly independent combinations of power states in (14) through
controlled workloads that cause various resource power states to
be used. For instance, the three phases shown in Figure 2 could
be repeated in each P-state and Esys, ucpu(p), umem, and udisk

recorded, for several one second intervals. The resultant data traces
could be used in linear regression to derive the α and γ parameters.
This approach has the lowest overhead since one workload is used
for training.

However, the controlled workloads may not use the processor
and other resources in a manner representative of real workloads.
Hence, a second approach is to run several realistic workloads, such
as from benchmark suites, and learn the model parameters from
those energy and resource usage traces. This approach has the
higher overhead of running multiple workloads and possibly run-
ning a new mix every time the target applications change.

The third approach is designed to overcome the accuracy limi-
tations of the first two. We tested the above two approaches and
found the errors in full system power estimation to match those re-
ported for the best model in [27] for the SPEC CPU 2006 bench-
marks (Section 5). However, an important observation made from
the evaluations was the following. The absolute error is quite high
and can be higher for specific workloads than the average error. This
happens because the power models do not capture all aspects of
the resource power states. Consider, for instance, the gobmk and
omnetpp benchmarks from the SPEC CPU 2006 suite. Table 1
shows the processor utilization, memory utilization, and the mea-
sured power (averaged over the run and excluding the idle power of
the platform) for these two benchmarks. Using the linear model of
(14), if αmem is positive, would predict a higher power consump-
tion for omnetpp since it has the same processor usage but higher
memory usage. The real observed power is in fact lower. On the

other hand, comparing omnetpp with lbm one can see that higher
memory usage of lbm does result in higher energy than omnetpp,
and so a negative value of αmem will yield high error.

CPU (%) Memory (%) Power (W)
445.gobmk 100 1.8 28

471.omnetpp 100 23 25
470.lbm 100 31 26

Table 1: Model non-linearity exposed using measured power
and observed resource states.

The linear model in 14 cannot capture these effects because cer-
tain unobserved power states of the processor are not being ac-
counted for. For instance, the large memory usage may correspond
to processor pipelines being stalled on cache misses, reducing pro-
cessor power without reducing processor active time. Some of the
unobserved states can be captured through additional processor per-
formance counters but the number of such counters that can be
tracked simultaneously is very limited (2 to 4 counters typically)
and not portable across processors. This motivates our third ap-
proach: learn the model parameters for each VM separately. Since
for a given workload, the unobserved power states are highly cor-
related to the observed ones, the model based on a small number
of observed states will capture the power usage more accurately.
In fact with this approach, even if the processor counter for LLC
misses is not captured due to portability limitations across proces-
sors, that simply becomes another unobserved state that for a given
workload should be correlated with observed states.

This approach does have the higher overhead of requiring each
new VM to first be hosted alone for the model parameters to be
learned. The overhead is acceptable in certain scenarios. For large
scale data center hosted applications, though a large number of VMs
is used to host multiple parallel instances, the number of distinct
applications is small. Hosting one of the instances separately for a
limited time for training is not a significant overhead. For a cloud
environment, with several small customers, with each application
only hosting a small number of instances, the applications are still
long lived. Hosting a new VM separately for a limited time for
training thus becomes acceptable.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of the VM energy metering system, Joulemeter,

is shown in Figure 4. The grey module represents a physical server
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Figure 4: Joulemeter block diagram.

and the other blocks represent software modules executed on it. The
block labeled workload represents the set of VMs hosted on the
server.

The power tracing module represents a software driver to read
the full system power consumption from an available power sen-
sor on the motherboard. While the power sensors are expected be
available through standardized interfaces [18] soon, the server plat-
forms used in our testbeds allowed access to their power sensors



only from the manufacturer’s proprietary server management soft-
ware. Hence, we used an external wall power meter, WattsUp Pro
ES, that can provide power readings once per second. The serial-
API exposed by the WattsUp meter was used to access power data.

A laptop platform used in experiments did allow access to its
smart battery interface for power measurement. The test data col-
lected using that interface showed that the smart battery in the par-
ticular laptop only updated its power reading every 15 seconds and
the reading was averaged over past several 15s intervals. The key
impact was that the model learning process was slowed down but
Joulemeter could be used without additional hardware.

The resource tracing module represents the hypervisor perfor-
mance counter tracing functionality. To keep Joulemeter usable in
existing systems, we use only hypervisor performance counters al-
ready available in Hyper-V. Tracing LLC misses did require some
additional tools and was only possible on specific processors. Jouleme-
ter operates without processor performance counters when required.

The power model training module implements the learning ap-
proaches discussed in Section 3.2.1.

The energy calculation block uses the resource tracing data and
model parameters in equations (6), (8), and (12) to output VM en-
ergy usage.

Joulemeter operates in two modes: learning and metering. In the
learning mode, the workload used is as required for the learning
approach. The generation of the controlled workload required for
the first learning approach is also implemented in Joulemeter. As
an example, the processor power model coefficients found for one
of the platforms, a Lenovo laptop, are shown in Table 2, using the
controlled workload. The other coefficients were αmem = 8.17,
αdisk = 1.8, and γ = 25.08. The laptop LCD screen was main-
tained at constant brightness throughout the training.

P-State (MHz) 2200 1600 1200 800
γ(p) 8.98 3.51 1.20 0
α(p) 22.70 12.24 4.37 1.10

Table 2: Processor power model coefficients.

In the metering mode, the VMs to be hosted are executed on the
server as usual. The resource tracing data and previously learned
model parameters are used to generate the metered power output.
The model parameters can be updated as needed such as when new
VM loads are introduced or when total energy estimation error ex-
ceeds a certain threshold.

5. EVALUATIONS
The metering prototype is tested on the following platforms:

1. Dell PowerEdge rack-mount server: 8 cores (2X quad core
Xeon 2.5GHz processors), 16GB RAM, and 2x 1TB SATA
disks

2. Rackable Systems (SGI) rack-mount server: 4 cores (2X dual
core Xeon 2.33GHz processors), 8GB RAM, and 4x 233GB
SATA disks

3. Lenovo Thinkpad T61p: 2 cores (Intel Pentium Core-2 Duo
processor at 2.2GHz), 4GB RAM, and a 160GB SATA disk

The benchmarks used to represent the applications hosted inside
the VMs consist of the SPEC CPU 2006 (www.spec.org) suite,
representing processor intensive workloads, and IOmeter (www.
iometer.org) benchmarks, representing storage intensive work-
loads.

5.1 Power Model Training Error
We first evaluate the accuracy of power models. In particular,

we show the errors achieved using the three learning approaches
described in section 3.2.1:
Approach 1: Controlled workload
Approach 2: Mix of realistic benchmark workloads
Approach 3: Learn on similar workload as the model is to be used
on. (We train on one run of a benchmark application and test on
multiple other runs.)

The error is evaluated as follows. One run of the training work-
load is executed and the model parameters are trained on it. Then,
multiple test benchmarks are ran. For each test benchmark, multiple
test runs are executed. For each run, the instantaneous error between
the measured energy and estimated energy (updated at one second
interval) is measured. The absolute values of the instantaneous er-
rors are averaged over the entire run. The errors from multiple runs
are averaged for each benchmark. The errors reported are averaged
over multiple benchmarks.

Figure 5 shows the errors achieved on the Dell PowerEdge server
with the three learning approaches. The standard deviations across
the multiple runs are also shown. The labels SPEC and IO corre-
spond to SPEC CPU 2006 and IOmeter based benchmarks. ALL
refers to use of all applications within the benchmark suite. FP
and INT refer to SPEC CPU floating point and integer respectively.
RND and SEQ refer to IOmeter load configurations with and with-
out random disk access, respectively.
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Figure 5: Power model errors (and standard deviations) for Dell
PowerEdge.

As expected, the approach of learning the parameters on similar
workloads as used for testing yields lowest errors. Also, these errors
are low enough to be useful for VM energy metering. The errors
shown are without tracking the LLC miss counter; tracking LLC
misses did not improve the error for the third learning approach and
the improvement was small for other approaches.

In absolute terms a 1% error corresponds to 2.8W of error on the
Dell server. It is also worth considering the histogram of the error.
While the average is low, one needs to consider the probability that
the actual error may sometimes be high. The histogram for one of
the runs is shown in Figure 6. We shall use the error histogram
to bound the error probability in designing the VM power capping
strategy in the next section.

Similarly, the errors measured on the Lenovo laptop for the SPEC
CPU 2006 benchmarks are shown in Figure 7. Here, 1% error corre-
sponds to 0.5W. IOmeter based workloads are omitted for the laptop
because the disk energy variation with increased disk workload on
the laptop was less than 1W and hence the error for the IO intensive
workload was very small. The errors measured on the Rackable
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Figure 6: Error histogram for a sample run.

server were similar to those on the Dell PowerEdge.
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Figure 7: Power estimation errors on a laptop.

Tracing Overhead: The overhead of using the proposed meter-
ing mechanism essentially includes reading the performance coun-
ters used in the power models and performing scalar multiplica-
tions. Since Joulemeter runs in the domain 0 VM, we tracked the
resource usage of this VM itself when running Joulemeter and when
not, on both an idle server and when other VMs were running some
of the benchmarks. The difference in the resource usage of the do-
main 0 VM was too small to be measurable with respect to the noise.

5.2 VM Energy Measurement
We also wish to evaluate the accuracy of metering for the indi-

vidual VMs. Ideally, we should compare the Joulemeter estimates
to the ground truth. However, as it is not possible to connect a
power meter to a VM to measure the ground truth, we compare the
Joulemeter estimate of VM power to an alternative estimate. If the
difference between the estimates from two methods is small, that
will help increase the confidence in the Joulemeter estimate, though
without providing an exact measure of error.

The alternative estimation method is as follows. Measure the en-
ergy used by the system when it hosts an idle VM and then mea-
sure the energy with the VM running a test benchmark workload.
Consider the difference between these two measured energies as a
hardware estimate of the energy used by the VM.

We perform two types of experiments - one set with only one
guest VM (aside from the domain 0 VM) and another with multi-
ple guest VMs where one of the VMs is changed between idle and
working. Joulemeter reports the energy used by the domain 0 VM
as well as all guest VMs. We noticed that the domain 0 VM energy
changed slightly when the guest VM changed from idle to working,
and we account for this increase when computing the difference be-
tween the two runs.

Experiment 1: Suppose the measured power when the guest VM
is idle is denoted Pm(idle) and the power when the guest VM is
running benchmark workloadA is denoted Pm(A). Then, the hard-

ware estimate of the power attributed to VM A, Phw(A), is:

Phw(A) = Pm(A)− Pm(idle)

The Joulemeter estimate of the power is obtained from the second
run where VM A is running a benchmark, and is denoted PJ(A).
Suppose the power estimate of the domain 0 VM is denotedP run

J (d0)
in a given run. Then, the change in energy used by the domain 0 VM
as estimated by Joulemeter in the two runs is ∆0 = P run2

J (d0) −
P run1

J (d0). The error, e, in power at a given instant becomes:

e = |Phw(A)− (PJ(A) + ∆0)|

Since the two runs do not overlap in time, we align the start times
of the runs before performing the subtraction. The error is averaged
over the entire run. In addition to error in average power, we also
plot the error in energy over the entire run that may be useful for
certain scenarios where the total energy of a VM is required. Fig-
ure 8 plots this error for a few of the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks.
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Figure 8: VM power and energy estimation errors.

The error in VM A is reported as a percentage of the average en-
ergy used by VMA (and not as a fraction of the full system energy).
Here, a 1% error corresponds to 0.2W to 0.3W of absolute error, de-
pending on the VM. The Rackable Systems server was used.

Experiment 2: Here, we use two guest VMs, where VM A is
changed between idle and working while VM B runs the same
benchmark workload in both runs. Suppose the Joulemeter en-
ergy estimate of a VM is denoted P run

J (B) during a given run.
Let Pm(A,B) denote the measured power with two VMs. Then,
the change in energy between the two runs as measured in hard-
ware is Phw(A) = Pm(A,B) − Pm(idle, B). The change in en-
ergy between the two runs as predicted by Joulemeter is: PJ(A) =
P run2

J (A) +P run2
J (B)−P run1

J (B) + ∆0. The error is computed
as:

e = |Phw(A)− PJ(A)|
This error for some choices ofA andB from among the SPEC CPU
2006 benchmarks is plotted in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Joulemeter errors in multi-VM experiment.

The results show that a reasonably low error, ranging from 1W
to 3W, can be achieved. The errors are similar to that achieved



using temperature compensated hardware measurements in high-
volume, low-cost servers, reported at 2% (or 5W-6W) in [23]. The
applications of the VM metering functionality must be designed to
work with this accuracy.

6. POWER CAPPING
We now show how Joulemeter can be used to solve the power

capping problem for VMs, leading to significant savings in power
provisioning costs in data centers. The wastage in energy provi-
sioning cost due to underutilization of the power infrastructure is
well recognized [7] and power over-subscription is actively being
considered for reducing such waste [8, 23]. A key enabler for over-
subscription is server power capping that ensures safe operation of
servers on over-subscribed circuits. Server power capping can be
implemented in hardware and server manufacturers now offer this
capability [13, 15].

However, with virtualization, server hardware based power cap-
ping is no longer appropriate as each server is now effectively di-
vided into multiple virtual servers and capping is required on a VM
basis. We show how the proposed VM power metering capability
allows extending power capping to VMs so that benefits of over-
subscription continue to be realized in spite of virtualization. In
fact additional benefits can be realized when over-subscribing with
virtualization.

6.1 Over-subscription and Power-Capping
To understand the problem exactly, we give a brief overview of

how power over-subscription helps reduce data center power provi-
sioning costs. Provisioned power refers to the capacity of the power
infrastructure, including the power distribution circuits, UPS sys-
tems, and backup generators. For an efficiently designed data cen-
ter, the provisioning cost is close to 25% of the total cost where the
total cost includes the capital cost and recurring operational cost.
The absolute numbers are also quite high and a significant cost con-
cern for businesses using the data centers. Amortized over the life
of a single mid-sized data center, the provisoning cost accounts for
over $1 million per month and over a hundred million when con-
sidered at the time of construction [12]. In addition, provisioning
the generator capacity involves recurring fuel expenses since the
fuel stored is replenished every month even if not used due to fear
of moisture entering the fuel that may destroy the generator equip-
ment. Over-subscription helps reduce the provisioned capacity and
all associated costs. In some regions the power infrastructure is sat-
urated, and over-subscription is the only way for businesses to grow
their server capacity.

Over-subscription works as follows. Suppose a server is rated
for peak power consumption Prat, where Prat is the possible peak
power the server hardware can consume. The possible peak power
is reached only when every hardware component of the server, in-
cluding every hardware accelerator, processor subcomponent, mem-
ory subsystem, storage, and so on, is used to its maximum power
level. A real workload, even at peak user load will not reach Prat.
Suppose the actual power level reached is denoted Pact. Rather
than provisioning for Prat, one could provision for Pact + ∆m,
where ∆m represents a safety margin. This reduces the required
provisioned capacity by Prat − Pact − ∆m. For instance, for the
Dell PowerEdge server mentioned before, Prat = 275W. For the
online application workload described in Section 6.2.1, we mea-
sured Pact = 209.5W, implying a potential saving of 38W assum-
ing ∆m = 10% ∗ Prat.

Power Capping: For a given data center, the Pact for the vari-
ous workloads it hosts can be measured and the power distribution
circuits provisioned for this lower power per server. Power lim-

its are enforced via circuit breakers on every rack to locally curb
the effect of any intermittent power budget violations. A common
power limit is used for all racks, so servers can be placed in any
rack. When provisioned for Pact per server, the circuit breaker is
said to be oversubscribed because in principle, it is possible that
some change in workload could cause Pact to be exceeded. To en-
sure safety, an additional mechanism, known as server power cap-
ping, is required to ensure that Pact is not exceeded at each server.
Server power capping is implemented in most new servers [13, 15]
and uses hardware power measurement to determine when capping
is to be enforced (via DVFS, for instance).

Further savings can be achieved for many workloads that use
Pact only during peak user demand, limited to a small duration
of time, and operate at well below Pact most of the time. Sup-
pose that the application is willing to take a performance hit (due
to capping) for 1% (in general, say (100− x)%) of the time. Then
the server could be provisioned for a power level that is not ex-
ceeded 99% (in general, x%) of the time. Denoting this power level
by Px=99, this results in further reduction in provisioning require-
ment by Pact − Px=99, though at the cost of a performance hit.
For instance, the online application workload (Section 6.2.1) had
Px=99 = 198W, implying a potential for additional 6% savings,
compared to Pact.

6.2 VM Power Capping
If server hardware capping is used with virtualization, the iso-

lation property of VMs is no longer respected because capping the
server will affect all VMs hosted on it. Joulemeter enables the safety
mechanisms and control required to cap individual VMs within a
server, allowing the advantages of over-subscription and power cap-
ping to be extended to the virtualized world while maintaining the
VM isolation property. This yields two benefits:

Reclaimed Benefit: Joulemeter allows allocating power budgets
to VMs by measuring their actual power usage, Pact,V M . The cap
can then be enforced on each VM separately, maintaining isolation
of workloads.

Additional Benefit: As mentioned before, excessive power penalty
due to occasional peaks can be avoided by provisioning for Px,V M

instead of Pact,V M , and forcing the cap during the small fraction
(100 − x)% of time that peaks do occur. The same technique can
be extended to VMs but with two additional advantages:

1. Statistical Multiplexing: While on a physical server the x-
th percentile would be exceeded (100 − x)% of the time by
definition, in the virtualized setting the x-th percentile would
be exceeded much less often. This happens because different
VMs peak at different times and server power capacity may
not be exceeded when some VMs peak because other VMs
may be operating well below their peaks. Since only total
server power is constrained, the cap will be enforced less than
(100− x)% of the time.

2. Migration: While for a physical server the cap is enforced by
reducing its performance, the cap can be met in virtualized
servers by migrating a VM to an underutilized server or rack.
Migration penalty is typically preferred over taking a perfor-
mance hit. If migration is not feasible, certain low priority
VMs could be shut down rather than having to throttle the
server exceeding the cap even if it is a high revenue server.

Both these advantages can only be realized if VM power is metered
individually and not using server hardware based capping.

These benefits are of course in addition to the other advantages of
virtualization such as reduction in number of servers required due



to consolidation, which itself reduces power provisioning and usage
costs.

6.2.1 Production Traces
To evaluate the benefits of VM power capping, we use server

resource usage traces from two thousand servers from a production
data center serving real world applications used by millions of users
worldwide. In particular, we use two datasets:
Online Application: We collected resource utilization traces from
1000 servers hosting a single large online application2 that serves
millions of users. We use the utilization traces as if they came from
1000 VMs hosting the same application. The peaks and resource us-
age in these traces are highly correlated since the servers are hosting
the same application and serving the common user workload.
Cloud Applications: The same data center also contains other servers
hosting a variety of small applications that perform very different
functions, ranging from serving media files and internal enterprise
data processing. We use the resource usage traces from 1000 of
these servers to represent heterogeneous customer VMs hosted in
a cloud computing environment. These traces are not significantly
correlated in their usage patterns.

Sample CPU utilizations from both sets are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Sample server usage traces.

6.2.2 Capping Method
Given a set of VMs and their resource usage traces, we first de-

termine their peak resource requirements (CPU, memory space, and
disk bandwidth) and consolidate them. Considerable prior work ex-
ists in determining appropriate consolidation strategies for VMs and
we use a commonly used heuristic, first fit decreasing, for consoli-
dation. The resource constraints on the VMs automatically ensure
that the Prat of a server is not exceeded. However, using Jouleme-
ter, we can determine the peak power usage, Pact,V M and its x-th
percentile, Px,V M , for each individual VM.

Suppose for a given server, n VMs are placed on it. Then, we can
set the hardware power cap for the server as:

Pserver =

n∑
i=1

Pact,V M(i) + ∆m

Pserver is only a failsafe, should the VM cap enforcement have
errors. The actual capping is performed on the VMs individually.

The VM capping mechanism is as follows. When the server ca-
pacity is exceeded, the appropriate VM is migrated to a different
server on another circuit that has excess capacity. If no circuit has
excess capacity, the VM’s execution is postponed to after the peak
subsides. The appropriate VM need not be the one exceeding its
capacity but a different low priority VM.

2Names of the application and collaborating commercial provider
are suppressed for blind review.

If no migration is possible, and no low priority VM can be post-
poned, reduction of resources for the VM exceeding its capacity is
required, akin to physical server capping. While in physical servers
resource reduction can be implemented using DVFS [23], most hy-
pervisors do not allow DVFS control for individual VMs. Here, the
processor cycles allocated to a VM can be reduced to achieve the
desired power reduction [25].

6.2.3 Evaluation
Reclaimed Savings: Using the above provisioning method, we

can reclaim the savings that were earlier achieved with physical
server power capping. For the above datasets the savings in pro-
visioned capacity, with respect to provisioning for possible peak,
are shown in Table 3 (at ∆m = 10%), where Cloud and Cloud’
represent two different sets of 1000 servers from the cloud dataset.

Workload Online Cloud Cloud’
Savings 13.81% 24.18% 27.80%

Table 3: Savings due to VM power metering and capping.

Even though these savings are only reclaiming what was earlier
achieved with physical servers, these over-subscription savings are
important because they are in addition to the consolidation savings
from virtualization and would have been lost without VM power
metering. The consolidation savings are themselves significant. For
instance, for the Online application workload virtualization allowed
consolidating the servers to 15% fewer servers, leading to a reduc-
tion in the idle power required for those 15% servers. The Cloud
workload had much lower CPU utilization and was consolidated
to 63% fewer servers. Without the capability of VM power cap-
ping, one would have to choose only one of consolidation savings
(using virtualization without capping) or over-subscription savings
(using hardware capping without virtualization), but Joulemeter al-
lows achieving both, due to safe over-subscription on virtualized
platforms.

Additional Savings: As mentioned, VMs make it easier to provi-
sion for x-th percentile instead of actual peak. Figure 11 shows the
additional reduction in provisioned power achieved for the Online
and Cloud application datasets when provisioning for Px,V M (with
∆m = 10%), compared to provisioning for Pact,V M , for vary-
ing x. The power characteristics of the Dell PowerEdge server are
used in computing the savings. The savings are shown when every
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Figure 11: Provisioned capacity savings with Joulemeter.

server is provisioned for a common capacity, based on the capacity
required for the server drawing the highest power. This makes it
easier for the consolidation algorithms to treat all servers homoge-
neously. Joulemeter is itself used to profile the power usage of VMs
and find the x-th percentiles of their peak powers.

The actual percent of the time when the VMs have to be migrated
(i.e., the cap has to be enforced) are plotted in Figure 12. For the



Online application, since the VMs are highly correlated in usage,
the cap is enforced more often than for the Cloud applications, but
in general significantly less often than the tolerable limit (100−x)%
set during provisioning.
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Figure 12: Percent of time capping had to be enforced.

Figures 11 and 12 show that additional savings of 8% to 12%
of provisioned power can be achieved, with migrations required for
less than 0.5% of the time (x = 95).

The reductions shown in provisioning cost can be used to add
more servers thereby postponing the construction of the next data
center saving significant capital expense. For a mid sized data cen-
ter, typically provisioned at 15MW, a 10% reduction in provisoned
capacity amounts to an additional capacity of 1.5MW that is suffi-
cient for approximately 5400 servers.

Metering Error: Note that the metering mechanism has some
errors as shown in the previous section. An over-estimation er-
ror does not lead to any problems, other than reduction in savings.
However, sometimes the error can cause the peak usage of a VM
to be under-estimated, causing a server’s allocated cap to be ex-
ceeded even when no VM is inferred by Joulemeter to exceed its
allocated VM cap. To address this concern, we can use the his-
togram of the VM energy metering error (Figure 6) and determine
the y-th percentile of the error, say ∆y . Then, if we provision with
a margin ∆y , the provisioned peak will not be exceeded due to me-
tering errors, more than (100 − y)% of the time. When exceeded,
the hardware cap may kick in. Of course, in reality not all VMs
peak simultaneously, and the hardware cap will kick in much less
frequently than (100− y)%.

7. DISCUSSION
Applications: In addition to the VM power capping and provi-

sioning cost savings enabled using Joulemeter, the same metering
capability can also be leveraged for several other uses in virtualized
environments, as follows.

QoS Control: When multiple VMs are hosted in a virtualized
environment, certain VMs may be lower priority that others. For
instance, VMs hosting interactive online services may need high
performance but batch jobs performing internal enterprise process-
ing may have a high tolerance for latency. Joulemeter allows selec-
tively determining how much resource reduction is required for low
priority VMs to achieve desired aggregate power limits.

Migration Control: The provisioned power in a data center is of-
ten allocated among different racks, each with its circuit breaker to
ensure that a power surge is locally controlled rather than affecting
the entire data center. Using Joulemeter to meter each VM individ-
ually allows determining which VMs may be migrated from highly
utilized racks to under-utilized ones to match the power allocation.

Energy Budgets: Prior work [35] proposed using fixed energy
budgets for applications. Similar budgets can be applied to VMs
to control energy costs. Joulemeter can be combined with the hy-

pervisor’s resource scheduling mechanisms to enforce the energy
budgets on each VM.

Developer Visibility: Providing visibility into energy use is often
a valuable motivator for developers to redesign their applications
for saving energy. While developers can measure the energy use on
their developer workstations, they do not have that visibility on the
actual cloud servers, where the VM behavior could be different due
to differences in processor micro-architecture, cache hierarchies, or
IO speeds. Joulemeter can provide energy visibility for individual
workloads, even on a shared cloud platform.

Pay-as-you-go billing: An online application often needs to have
multiple instances hosted on multiple machines due to reasons of
reliability, such as ensuring availability during system updates on
some of the machines, or hardware repairs on some. If the user
load is not sufficient, many application instances are underutilized.
In cloud systems, the application owner pays for the number of
cores reserved even if they are not utilized fully. Using Jouleme-
ter, the cloud operator can consolidate more VMs in fewer cores
and pass on the savings to customers by introducing usage based
billing. Savings for the data center and more competitive prices
for customers are likely to benefit the growth of the industry, al-
lowing more and more legacy applications using inefficient custom
data center deployments to move to highly optimized cloud envi-
ronments.

Thermal Optimizations: Cooling consumes a significant fraction
of energy in data centers. Cooling efficiency depends on the distri-
bution of heat in the data center. For single cooling unit based data
centers, having a uniform heat distribution is often most efficient
as it avoids hot-spots and the required over-cooling in other area to
deal with hotspots. On the other hand, when multiple smaller cool-
ing units are used, each cooling a few racks, the efficiency of the
cooling mechanism is increased with higher temperature differen-
tials. In these cases, it is best to operate a few racks, that share a
cooling unit, at full power and shutting others down. Integrating
Joulemeter with consolidation algorithms can allow generating the
required power distribution profiles across the data center.

Future Work: The power capping scheme presented was op-
timal assuming the VM consolidation and capping steps are dis-
joint. The server was provisioned for a summation of Pact,V M

(or Px,V M ) and the consolidation scheme could have placed these
VMs without optimizing the capping. Instead, if the consolidation
method could ensure that VMs that are placed together are such
that they peak at different times [11], we could provision for actual
power required by the selected VM combination, and provision for
even lower capacity.

The time delay of VM migration in enforcing the cap is not con-
sidered in the current work. The migration could be initiated at a
power level slightly lower than the set cap, so that the migration
takes place before the server hardware cap kicks in.

We saw that the learning approach with least errors had the ad-
ditional overhead of requiring separate training for each different
application. We could reduce the overhead by determining similar-
ities among applications based on their processor usage character-
istics. These characteristics can be determined using the processor
performance counter traces for each application and matched to pre-
viously known applications. Such an approach was previously tried
for predicting VM performance [22]. Model parameters could then
be re-used for workloads with similar characteristics.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a VM power metering approach that can be imple-

mented on current virtualized platforms without adding any addi-
tional hardware or software instrumentation. The guest VMs are



not modified and existing hardware capabilities are used. We dis-
cussed the challenges involved in obtaining a low estimation error
and avoiding extensive instrumentation. The end result is a mecha-
nism that extends the current physical server power monitoring so-
lutions to VM power monitoring.

The proposed VM power metering capability was used to realize
significant power provisioning cost savings in data centers. Exper-
iments using production server data sets from a commercial data
center operator showed 8% to 12% additional savings aside from
reclaiming savings that existed without virtuzlization. Several other
uses for VM energy metering were discussed that add to the many
advantages of virtualization.

The design of Joulemeter also revealed certain characteristics that
are desirable for the design of hypervsiors and processors used in
virtualized platforms. For instance, processor performance coun-
ters if exposed for individual cores help attributing resource usage
to individual VMs that are using the cores in parallel. Also, cur-
rently hypervisors hide the hardware performance counters while
tracking and exposing the counter values on a per-VM basis would
be beneficial.
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